Date: October 14, 2011
To: News Media
From: Douglas M. Bohannon, District Tennis Chairman
Subject: PIAA District III Girls AA Team Tennis Tournament Results

PIAA District III Team Tennis Results
AA Quarter-finals

Wyomissing vs ELCO Wyomissing won 5-0
#1 Singles: Audrey Ann Blakely W def. Madelyn Shaak 6-1, 6-3
#2 Singles: Greta Koch W def. Kristi Fidler 6-2, 6-2
#3 Singles: Maddie White W def. Claire Shaak 6-1, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Jessica Ertel/Ali VanSickle W def. Hannah Bahney/Amy Walker 6-2, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Caroline Pattillo/Veronica Lloyd W def. Sarah Ziegler/Whitney Smith 6-2, 6-2

Trinity vs Biglerville Trinity won 3-1
#1 Singles: Carlee Brumgard B def. Monika Hunter 6-4, 6-0
#2 Singles: Andi Adolph T vs Mikayla Trimmer 7-6(3), 2-1
#3 Singles: Amanda Foody T def. Nettie Baugher 6-4, 6-2
#1 Doubles: Rachel Barbush/Mary Brigh Lavery T def. Jenna Glass/Katrina Ambrose 6-2, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Cara Sandri/Caroline Cecka T def. Kiersten Ambrose/Stephanie Crouse 6-1, 6-0

Lancaster Catholic vs Berks Catholic Berks Catholic won 3-2
#1 Singles: Elizabeth Veronis LC def. Maria Mastromarino 6-1, 6-1
#2 Singles: Mariah Wardius BC def. Alison Carson 6-2, 6-1
#3 Singles: Spencer Corson BC def. Erika Diffendall 6-3, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Julia Davis/Rose Kirchner LC def. Bethany Miller/Lauren Firely 6-2, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Kathleen Rowan/Andi Eways BC def. Karoline Loretan/Katie Filling 6-2, 6-4

York Catholic vs Bishop McDevitt York Catholic won 3-1
#1 Singles: Anna Spoden YC def. Christine Molitoris 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Lainey Elliott YC def. Erin Tulley 6-2, 6-0
#3 Singles: Sophie White YC def. Allie Tulley 6-3, 6-3
#1 Doubles: Rachel Arendacs/Christina Fulponi McD vs Kathryn Thomas/Katarina DeFelice 7-5, 5-1
#2 Doubles: Rachel Doyle/Kelly Calhoun McD def. Kelly Waser/Emily Javitt 7-5, 6-4